
Juice squeezer automat Metos Zummo Z40 market

Product information
 

SKU 4117164
Product name Juice squeezer automat Metos Zummo Z40

market
Dimensions 598/800 × 545/600 × 980/1762 mm
Weight 125,000 kg
Capacity 40 fruits / minute
Technical information 230 V, 10 A, 0,41 kW, 1NPE, 50 Hz, 69 dB
 

Description

The Metos Zummo Z40 Market is a fresh juice vending machine designed for
in-store use with its own stand. This device, which is dimensioned for
bottle dispensing, is really easy to use and is ideal for self-service
use. A large 20 kg fruit container, two 60 liter waste bins and
automatic filtration allow the juice station to operate for long periods
of time without immediate intervention by staff. Automatic filtration
works so that the conveyor belt takes the seeds and larger parts of the
fruit flesh directly to the waste container. The unique EVS (Efficient
Vertical System) squeezing system moves the fruit from the basket to the
cup always vertically and also cuts the fruit in the same position. This
way, the peel of the fruit never comes into contact with the juice and
the bitter taste of the peel and any preservative residues are not
transferred to the juice. The result is a clean, fresh fruit flavor and
minimal waste.
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The large fruit bowl on top of the device acts as an effective
advertisement that is visible from afar telling about the possibility of
buying a bottle of freshly squeezed fresh juice. By changing the
position of the fruit classifier, the machine can be adjusted to use
oranges with a diameter of either 53-76 mm or 64-88 mm. Optional parts
allow the machine to be adjusted for fruits larger or smaller than
oranges. Thanks to the flat surfaces of the appliance and the
stainless-steel stand, the juice station is easy to clean and it always
keeps a clean and attractive look. Removable parts are machine washable
except for the transparent front cover.
a model for self-service use dimensioned for bottle dispensing
bottle holder for easy filling
automatic start/stop function
counter
parts easily removable and machine washable
orange diameter 53-76 mm
the capacity of the feed basket is about 20 kg of oranges
capacity 40 fruits per minute
large waste containers for peels 2 × 60 l in the lower cabinet
pedestal cabinet with wheels
stainless steel construction
safety switches
drip tray

ACCESSORIES (to be ordered separately):
bottle shelf and tray (attached to the side of the appliance)
bottle holder with own stand
squeezing set XS (Ø40-60 mm fruits)
squeezing set L (Ø64-88 mm fruits)
squeezing set XL (Ø77-100 mm fruits)
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